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Abstract
In this paper it has been described how to use the unitary dynamics
of quantum mechanics to solve the prime factorization problem on a spin
ensemble without any quantum entanglement. The ensemble quantum com-
putation for the prime factorization is based on the basic principle that both
a closed quantum system and its ensemble obey the same unitary dynamics
of quantum mechanics if there is not any decoherence effect in both the quan-
tum system and its ensemble. It uses the NMR multiple-quantum measure-
ment techniques to output the quantum computational results that are the
inphase multiple-quantum spectra of the spin ensemble. It has been shown
that the inphase NMR multiple-quantum spectral intensities used to search
for the period of the modular exponential function may reduce merely in a
polynomial form as the qubit number of the spin ensemble. The time evolu-
tion process of the modular exponential operation on the quantum computer
obeys the unitary dynamics of quantum mechanics and hence the computa-
tional output is governed by the quantum dynamics. This essential difference
between the quantum computer and the classical one could be the key point
for the quantum computation outperforming the classical one in the prime
factorization on a spin ensemble without any quantum entanglement. It has
been shown that the prime factorization based on the quantum dynamics on
a spin ensemble is locally efficient at least. This supports the conjecture that
the quantum dynamics could play an important role for the origin of power
of quantum computation and quantum entanglement could not be a unique
resource to achieve power of quantum computation in the prime factoriza-
tion.
———————————————————
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1. Introduction
The prime factorization is an important problem that has made it a rapid
development for the quantum computation and quantum information science.
The Shor′s quantum algorithm [1, 2] proposed first in 1994 to factorize effi-
ciently a large composite integer can provide a possibility to break down the
current public key cryptography such as the RSA cryptosystem. This fact
has stimulated a great interesting in the quantum computation and informa-
tion science and has promoted a large advance in the quantum computation
[3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. This factorization algorithm could not come along for a short
time most because the present-day quantum systems have not an enough
long decoherence time to run the algorithm, although a preliminary exper-
iment verification for the Shor′s algorithm on an NMR quantum computer
was reported [8]. The factoring algorithm is based on a pure-state quantum
system. It has been suggested due to this powerful quantum algorithm that
the exponential speedup power of the quantum computation over the classi-
cal counterpart could be attributed to quantum entanglement of a quantum
system [9]. One reason for it is that quantum entanglement is a uniquely
feature differing the quantum effect from the classical effect and most power-
ful quantum algorithms nowadays involve in the quantum entanglement [9].
Another is the well-known fact that quantum entanglement plays a key im-
portant role in quantum communication [10, 11]. However, it has never been
proved rigorously that quantum entanglement is the sole origin of power of
quantum computation, and a number of recent works [12, 13] have showed
that the power of quantum computation may not originate from quantum
entanglement, although no work shows so far that the exponential speedup
in the factoring algorithm may be independent of quantum entanglement.
Very recently, an improved factoring algorithm has been proposed [14]. It
has been shown that a quantum system consisting of an auxiliary pure-state
qubit and log2N mixed qubits is still sufficient to implement efficiently the
prime factorization [14, 15]. But it also has been argued [14, 16] that quantum
entanglement could play an important role in achievement of the exponen-
tial speedup in the algorithm since there still exists quantum entanglement
in such a system. The exponential speedup achieved on such a system really
does not provide any certain answer whether or not quantum entanglement
plays an important role in the exponential speedup of quantum computation
over the classical computation.
Fortunately, there are a lot of quantum ensembles in nature in which there
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is not any quantum entanglement. These quantum ensembles include the
conventional NMR nuclear spin ensembles at room temperature [17], which
are also macroscopic quantum ensembles [18]. Quantum entanglement in a
spin ensemble may be controlled by temperature of the spin ensembles. It is
easy to keep any mixed state of a spin ensemble even with a larger number of
qubits in a nonentanglement state by setting the spin ensemble at a higher
temperature [17], but temperature of a spin ensemble should be as low as
possible in order to make the NMR signal-to-noise ratio high enough for any
NMR experiments. Such an ensemble without any quantum entanglement
could be a typical system to judge whether or not quantum entanglement
is the origin of power of quantum computation. Actually, if any quantum
algorithm such as the factoring algorithm could be implemented efficiently
in such a quantum ensemble without any quantum entanglement one could
conclude certainly that quantum entanglement is not the unique origin of
power of quantum computation. This is one of the reasons why the NMR
spin ensembles are chosen as the typical systems to study the origin of power
of quantum computation in the paper. Another reason is that the NMR spin
ensembles usually have a long relaxation time and are simple and easy to
be controlled and manipulated at will in experiments, and there are a large
number of well-developed experimental techniques in the NMR spectroscopy
[19, 20] which all can be adopted in NMR quantum computation.
The unitary dynamic method of quantum mechanics has been proposed
to solve efficiently the quantum search problem and the hard NP-problems
[21, 22, 23, 24]. It has been shown that the unitary dynamics of quantum
mechanics is the base of ensemble quantum computation [22, 23, 24]. The
basis principle behind the ensemble quantum computation is that both a
closed quantum system and its ensemble obey the same unitary dynamics
of quantum mechanics if there is not any decoherence in both the quantum
system and its ensemble. This basis principle allows one to use quantum en-
sembles such as the spin ensembles without any quantum entanglement to do
real quantum computation. Recently, the NMR multiple-quantum measure-
ment techniques have been used to output quantum computational results
which are the inphase multiple-quantum coherence spectra in a spin ensemble
[24]. The NMR measurement for the inphase multiple-quantum coherences
need not an exponential resource when the multiple-quantum coherences in
the spin ensemble are created efficiently by any quantum circuit. Therefore,
both the unitary dynamics of quantum mechanics and the multiple-quantum
measurement techniques may form the base for the scalable ensemble quan-
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tum computation [24]. In this paper both the unitary dynamics of quantum
mechanics and the multiple-quantum measurement techniques have been ex-
ploited to solve the prime factorization problem on a spin ensemble without
any quantum entanglement. The purpose for it is to study how the quan-
tum dynamics plays an important role on the origin of power of quantum
computation in the prime factorization on a spin ensemble.
2. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of modular exponential
operation
The integer factoring problem can be reduced to the order-finding prob-
lem, while the latter is closely related to the unitary transformation of the
modular exponential operation in the quantum factoring algorithms based
on pure quantum states [5, 6]:
U(y, r, N)|x〉 = |xymodN〉, x = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. (1)
The transformation U(y, r, N) is a unitary transformation only when the
numbers y and N are coprime to each other. The explicit form of the uni-
tary transformation is dependent only on the numbers y and N . This uni-
tary transformation hides the period r of the modular exponential function
f(m) = f(y,m,N) = ymmodN that is a periodic function: f(m) = f(m+r).
The period r need to be determined in the order-finding problem. The mod-
ular exponential unitary transformation (1) can be efficiently implementable
[1, 2, 5, 6]. Given a number y prime to the integer N the unitary transforma-
tion U(y, r, N) can be determined explicitly from Eq.(1). Then the Hamil-
tonian corresponding to the unitary operator U(y, r, N) can be expressed in
form
H(y, r, N) = i lnU(y, r, N). (2)
Since the order of the unitary operator U(y, r, N) is r, i.e., U(y, r, N)r = E
(the unity operator) there are r different eigenvalues for the unitary operator:
Λk = exp(−i2pik/r), k = 0, 1, ..., r−1. Then the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) also
have r different eigenvalues: λk = 2pik/r, k = 0, 1, ..., r− 1. According to the
Cayley-Hamilton theorem of linear algebra [25] the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N)
of Eq.(2) can be expanded as
H(y, r, N) =
r−1∑
k=0
αkU(y, r, N)
k. (3)
Now suppose that the common eigenvectors of the unitary operator and its
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Hamiltonian are denoted as {|Ψk〉}, then their eigen-equations are respec-
tively given by
U(y, r, N)|Ψk〉 = Λk|Ψk〉 (4a)
and
H(y, r, N)|Ψk〉 = λk|Ψk〉. (4b)
By the operator equation (3) and the eigenvector |Ψk〉 one obtains from
Eq.(4b)
λk =
r−1∑
l=0
αl exp(−i2pikl/r). (5a)
Obviously, both the eigenvalues {λk = 2pik/r} and the coefficients {αk} form
a pair of Fourier transform, and according to the Fourier transform relation
(5a) one can determine explicitly the coefficients {αk},
αk =
r−1∑
l=0
2pil
r2
exp(i2pikl/r). (5b)
Then inserting Eq.(5b) into Eq.(3) the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) is written as
H(y, r, N) =
r−1∑
k=0
r−1∑
l=0
2pil
r2
exp(i2pikl/r)U(y, r, N)k. (6)
The Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) above is derived in detailed from its correspond-
ing unitary operator U(y, r, N) of Eq.(1) partly due to that the manipulation
for a Hamiltonian is usually more convenient than for a unitary operator in
a complex spin ensemble [19, 20]. There is an important property for the
Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) and unitary operator U(y, r, N) of the modular ex-
ponential operation (1) according to the definitions of the unitary operator
(1) and its Hamiltonian (2) that the unitary operator U(y, r, N)m can be
written as
U(y, r, N)m = U(ym, r, N) = exp[−imH(y, r, N)]. (7)
The first equality in Eq.(7) shows that quantum circuit of the unitary oper-
ation U(y, r, N)m can be efficiently constructed even when the integer m is a
huge number, e.g., m = r, while the second equality shows that the integer
m really acts as the discrete time variable in the dynamical process of the
modular exponential operation.
It is usually convenient to calculate time evolution of a spin ensemble un-
der a spin Hamiltonian if the eigenvectors and their eigenvalues of the spin
Hamiltonian are determined. The common eigenvectors of the unitary oper-
ator U(y, r, N) and its Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) can be constructed explicitly
using the eigenequations (4a) and (4b). They should be a linear combination
of the conventional computational base {|k〉}. Since the period is r for the
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modular exponential function f(m) = f(y,m,N) = ymmodN , that is, there
is the lowest integer r such that f(y, r, N) = 1, it follows from the unitary
transformation (1) that for a given integer x one has
U(y, r, N)|xymmodN〉 = |(xy(m+1)mod r)modN〉, (8)
where m = 0, 1, ..., r − 1. It is clear that the basis subset {|xykmodN〉;
k = 0, 1, ..., r − 1} form a closed state subset S(x) under the unitary trans-
formation U(y, r, N). For convenience, the dimension of the state subset S(x)
is denoted as rx since it may depend on the integer x. Obviously, for x = 1 the
dimension rx of the subset S(x) equals r exactly. The dimension rx is always
smaller than or equal to the period r for any integer x : 0 ≤ x < N − 1, that
is, the period r is the maximum dimension in the subsets S(x) for all possible
x, 0 ≤ x < N −1 also because according to the definition (1) the unitary op-
erator U(y, r, N) has the order r and is independent of any x, 0 ≤ x < N−1.
In particular, rx = 1 when x = 0 and its subset S(0) = {|0〉}. It follows from
Eq.(8) that an arbitrary eigenstate |Ψs(x)〉 of the unitary operator U(y, r, N)
of the subset S(x) can be expressed as a linear combination of the basis of
the subset S(x),
|Ψs(x)〉 =
rx−1∑
k=0
c(rx, s, k)|xy
kmodN〉, s = 0, 1, .., rx− 1. (9)
Inserting the eigenstate (9) into the eigenequation (4a) one obtains
rx−1∑
k=0
exp(−i2pis/r)c(rx, s, k)|xy
kmodN〉
−
rx−1∑
k=0
c(rx, s, k)|xy
k+1modN〉 = 0. (10)
If dimension rx of the subset S(x) is r exactly then all r states {|xy
mmodN〉,
m = 0, 1, ..., r−1} are independent of each other. Then the recursive relations
for the coefficients c(r, s, k) can be set up by the eigenequation (10)
exp(−i2pis/r)c(r, s, k) = c(r, s, k − 1), k = 1, 2, ..., r− 1;
and
exp(−i2pis/r)c(r, s, 0) = c(r, s, r − 1).
Therefore, the coefficients c(r, s, k) are determined by
c(r, s, k) = exp(i2pisk/r)c(r, s, 0), k = 1, 2, ..., r−1. (11a)
With the help of the orthonormal relations for the eigenstate |Ψs(x)〉 and the
basis |xykmodN〉: 〈Ψs(x)|Ψs(x)〉 = 1 and 〈xy
kmodN |xyk
′
modN〉 = δkk′
it is easy and straightforward to find the coefficient c(r, s, 0) = 1√
r
(here
c(r, s, 0) is taken as a real). Then the other coefficients are given explicitly
by Eq.(11a) once the coefficient c(r, s, 0) is known. Generally the modular
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exponential function f(x, y,m,N) = xymmodN (x 6= 0) may have the same
period r as the function f(y,m,N) = ymmodN , but besides the period r
the function f(x, y,m,N) may also have other periods rx different from r
for some given x [14]. Then in the case of rx ≤ r the eigenstate subset
{|Ψs(x)〉} of Eq.(9) of the unitary operator U(y, r, N) has both two period
rx and r, and the period rx divides r because there must be the relations:
|Ψ0(x)〉 = |Ψr(x)〉 = |Ψlrx(x)〉, l is some integer. The eigenvalues of the
unitary operator U(y, r, N) belonging to the eigenstates of Eq.(9) can be
obtained using the eigenequation (4a),
U(y, r, N)rx|Ψs(x)〉 = Λ
rx
s (x)|Ψs(x)〉 = |Ψs(x)〉,
where the second equality is due to the period rx, that is, |xy
kmodN〉 =
|xyk+rx modN〉. Therefore, the eigenvalues are given by
Λs(x) = exp(−i2pis/rx), s = 0, 1, ..., rx − 1.
Again using the eigenequation (4a) and the eigenvalues Λs(x) one can set up
the recursive relations for the coefficients c(rx, s, k) of the eigenstate |Ψs(x)〉
similar to Eq.(11a) and hence the coefficients c(rx, s, k) are determined
c(rx, s, k) =
1√
rx
exp(i2pisk/rx), k, s = 0, 1, ..., rx − 1. (11b)
Then by using the coefficients of Eq.(11a) and Eq.(11b) one obtains from
Eq.(9) the common eigenstates of the unitary operator U(y, r, N) and Hamil-
tonian H(y, r, N) [4, 6, 7],
|Ψs(x)〉 =
1√
rx
rx−1∑
k=0
exp(i2pisk/rx)|xy
kmodN〉, s = 0, 1, .., rx−1. (12a)
Obviously, the eigenstate set {|Ψs(x)〉} and the basis set {|xy
kmodN〉} form
a pair of Fourier transforms, and the inverse Fourier transform of Eq.(12a)
generates the basis |xykmodN〉 as
|xykmodN〉 = 1√
rx
rx−1∑
k=0
exp(−i2pisk/rx)|Ψs(x)〉 (12b)
The Fourier transforms of Eq.(12a) and (12b) are helpful for calculating in
an analytical form the time evolution of a spin ensemble under the unitary
operation U(y, r, N). This can be seen in next sections.
Since every integer k in 0 ≤ k < N always can be expressed as k =
xymmodN by choosing suitably the integers x and m, where the integer y
is coprime to and smaller than the integer N , then the conventional com-
putational basis can be expressed either as {|k〉, k = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1} or as
{|xymmodN〉, m = 0, 1, 2, ..., rx − 1; x = 0, 1, ..., N − 1}. One can classify
the conventional computational basis {|k〉} or {|xymmodN〉} according to
the transformation property of the unitary operator U(y, r, N). For example,
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for a given integer x one can generate a basis subset S(x) = {|xymmodN〉,
m = 0, 1, ..., rx−1}. The whole Hilbert state space with dimension N then is
divided into t independent and orthogonal basis subsets S(x) with different
integers x : x0 ≤ x1 ≤ ... ≤ xt−1. Clearly, N = rx0+rx1+...+rxt−1. Therefore,
the conventional computational basis set also can be expressed in the simpler
form {|xly
kmodN〉, k = 0, 1, ..., rxl − 1; l = 0, 1, ..., t − 1} according to the
transformation property of the unitary operator U(y, r, N) (1), which is also
equivalent to the conventional computational basis set {|k〉}. In particular,
for x0 = 0 the subset S(x0) = {|0〉} with rx0 = 1 and for x1 = 1 the subset
S(x1) is an r−dimensional subset. Actually, besides the subset S(x1) there
may be also other r−dimensional subsets S(x) with x > 1. Suppose that
there are d independent r−dimensional subsets including x1 = 1 and x > 1
in the N−dimensional Hilbert space. There are rd computational basis that
belong to the r−dimensional subsets among the N computational basis, and
the rest N − rd basis are of those subsets with dimensions rx smaller than
r. How many the computational basis belong to the r−dimensional subsets
in all N computational basis? This can be answered by the theorem (Parker
and Plenio [14]): Given two prime numbers p and q, N = pq, r is defined
as the period of the modular exponential function f(m) = f(y,m,N) =
ymmodN for an arbitrary integer y, then there are at least (p − 1)(q − 1)
positive integers x less than and coprime to the integer N such that the
modular exponential function g(m) = f(x, y,m,N) = xymmodN has the
minimum period equal to r for 0 ≤ y ≤ N − 1.
Actually, the unitary transformation (1) shows that the conventional com-
putational basis set {|k〉} is also equivalent to the basis set {|xykmodN〉,
x = 0, 1, ..., N − 1} for any given integer k. Then according to the theo-
rem [14] number of the computational basis that satisfy xyk+rx = xykmodN
with rx < r is (p + q − 1) at most in the whole basis set {|xy
kmodN〉,
x = 0, 1, ..., N − 1}. This also means that number of the computational ba-
sis that belong to those basis sets S(x) with dimensions rx < r is at most
(p + q − 1) in the complete basis set {|xly
kmodN〉, k = 0, 1, ..., rxl − 1;
l = 0, 1, ..., t− 1}. Therefore, the number N − rd of the computational basis
of those subsets with dimensions rx smaller than r is at most (p + q − 1),
and the number rd of the computational basis of the r−dimensional subsets
in the N−dimensional (N = pq) Hilbert space is at least pq − (p+ q − 1).
Finally, it is also important to know the orthonormal relations for the
eigenstates |Ψs(xk)〉 and the conventional computational basis |xly
kmodN〉
for conveniently calculating the time evolution of a spin ensemble under the
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unitary operation U(y, r, N),
〈Ψk(xl)|Ψk′(xl′)〉 = δkk′δll′, (13a)
〈xly
kmodN |xl′y
k′ modN〉 = δkk′δll′. (13b)
where k, k′ = 0, 1, ..., rxl − 1 and l, l
′ = 0, 1, ..., t− 1.
3. Time evolution process of modular exponential operation
Generally the prime number N is not equal to some power of two. Sup-
pose that the prime number N = pq satisfies 2n−1 ≤ N < 2n. For simplifying
calculation of the time evolution of a spin ensemble during the modular expo-
nential operation the NMR quantum computer could be chosen conveniently
as a heteronuclear spin ensemble I1I2...IniS1S2...Sn (denoted briefly as IniSn)
that consists of ni spin-1/2 I nuclei and n spin-1/2 S nuclei and particularly
ni = 1, 2, .... This is just like the pure-state Shor
′s factoring algorithm us-
ing two memories [1, 2]. The conditional modular exponential operation
UIkSn(y, r, N) applying to the spin system IniSn is built up with the unitary
transformation of Eq.(1),
UIkSn(y, r, N)|a〉|x〉 = {
|a〉(U(y, r, N)|x〉), x = 0, 1, ..., N − 1; a = 1
|a〉|x〉, x = 0, 1, ..., N − 1; a = 0
|a〉|x〉, x = N,N − 1, ..., 2n − 1; a = 0, 1
(14)
where the quantum states |a〉 and |x〉 belong to the kth spin I and all n spins
Sn of the spin system IniSn, respectively. The modular exponential operation
U(y, r, N) is applied only to those quantum state |x〉 of the spin subsystem Sn
with x < N only if the kth I−spin quantum state |a〉 = |1〉. It can turn out
that the Hamiltonian corresponding to the unitary operator UIkSn(y, r, N)
(14) may be expressed as
HIkSn(y, r, N) = E1
⊗
...
⊗
Ek−1⊗
(1
2
Ek−Ikz)
⊗
Ek+1
⊗
...En1
⊗
HSn(y, r, N) (15)
where Ikz|0〉 =
1
2
|0〉 (ℏ = 1) and Ikz|1〉 = −
1
2
|1〉, and the Hamiltonian
HSn(y, r, N) applied only to the subsystem Sn is defined as
HSn(y, r, N) = H(y, r, N)
⊕
ZL−N (16)
where ZL−N is the (L−N)×(L−N)−dimensional zero operator. It is easy to
prove according to Eq.(7) that the conditional modular exponential operation
UIkSn(y, r, N)
m can be expressed as
UIkSn(y, r, N)
m = UIkSn(y
m, r, N) = exp[−imHIkSn(y, r, N)]. (17)
The unitary operator UIkSn(y, r, N)
m can be constructed efficiently for any
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integer m because the unitary operator UIkSn(y
m, r, N) can be constructed
efficiently. It is known from Eq.(17) that the power m in the unitary operator
UIkSn(y, r, N)
m really acts as the discrete time variable in the dynamical pro-
cess of the conditional modular exponential operation. Note that any pair
of the Hamiltonians HIkSn(y, r, N) (15) with different I-spin operators Ikz
(k = 1, 2, ..., ni) commute each other. A more general conditional modular
exponential operation can be constructed by
UIniSn(y, r, N) =
n1∏
k=1
UIkSn(y, r, N), (18)
and it is easy to prove that the relation (17) also is met for the general condi-
tional modular exponential operation (18). The Hamiltonian of the unitary
operator UIniSn(y, r, N) therefore is written as
HIniSn(y, r, N) =
n1∑
k=1
HIkSn(y, r, N). (19)
Obviously, the conditional unitary operation UIkSn(y, r, N) is independent
of any quantum state |a〉|x〉 (as the initial input state) of the spin system
IniSn. This suggests that the unitary operator can be applied not only to
any pure quantum states of the spin system IniSn but also directly to any
mixed states of the spin ensemble IniSn of the spin system [22, 23]. This is
just the essence of the basic principle that both a closed quantum system and
its ensemble obey the same unitary dynamics of quantum mechanics if there
is not any decoherence effect in both the quantum system and its ensemble
[22, 23, 24]. This principle forms the base of the current factoring algorithm
and the real implementation of the algorithm on a spin ensemble. The uni-
tary operator UIkSn(y, r, N) hides the period r to be determined. In order to
find the period it first needs to transfer the information of the period r of the
unitary operator into quantum states of a quantum system or the density op-
erator of its quantum ensemble because both the quantum states and density
operators can be measured conveniently in practice. According to the ba-
sic principle the initial input state of the unitary operator UIkSn(y, r, N) can
take either any pure quantum state of a closed quantum system or any mixed
state, i.e., density operator of its ensemble, but in an NMR spin ensemble it
is most convenient to take the initial density operator, i.e., the input state of
the current factoring algorithm, as the thermal equilibrium state of the spin
ensemble. For the spin ensemble IniSn in a high magnetic field the thermal
equilibrium state can be written as, in high temperature approximation
ρeq = αE+
n1∑
k=1
εikIkz+
n∑
k=1
εskSkz (20)
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where E is the unity operator and the operators Ikz and Skz are the longitu-
dinal magnetization operators of the kth spins I and S, respectively. Then
a nonselective 90◦y excitation pulse Ri(90
◦
y) = exp(−ipiIy/2) applied to all
the spins I and a 90◦ϕ nonselective pulse Rs(90
◦
±y) = exp[∓i(pi/2)Sy] with
two-step phase cycling ϕ = +y,−y applied to all the spins S convert the
thermal equilibrium state (20) into the single-quantum density operator,
ρ(0) = (
n1∑
k=1
εikIkx)
⊗
Es1
⊗
Es2
⊗
...
⊗
Esn (21)
where the unity operator term αE is neglected without losing generality and
Esk is the 4−dimensional unity operator of the kth spin S. The two-step
phase cycling ϕ = +y,−y [19, 20] cancels the contribution of the thermal
equilibrium magnetization ρseq =
n∑
k=1
εskSkz of the subensemble Sn of the spin
ensemble IniSn to the output NMR signal, leaving only the thermal equilib-
rium magnetization ρieq =
n1∑
k=1
εikIkz of the subensemble Ini having a net
contribution to the output NMR signal. Now the information of the period
r in the unitary operator UIniSn(y, r, N) need to be loaded on the density
operator of the spin ensemble IniSn. This can be achieved by applying the
unitary operator on the initial density operator ρ(0). An analytical calcula-
tion is important for the time evolution of the spin ensemble with the initial
density operator ρ(0) under the conditional unitary operation UIniSn(y, r, N).
It can be performed conveniently by first expressing the initial density op-
erator (21) in terms of the common eigenvectors of the unitary operator
U(y, r, N) (1) and its Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) (2). By using the conventional
computational basis set {|xly
kmodN〉, k = 0, 1, ..., rxl − 1; l = 0, 1, ..., t− 1}
the initial density operator (21) is rewritten as
ρ(0) = (
n1∑
k=1
εikIkx)
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |
+(
n1∑
k=1
εikIkx)
⊗ L−1∑
ks=N
|ks〉〈ks|, (L = 2
n, 1
2
L < N < L). (22)
With the help of the inverse Fourier transform of Eq.(12b) and the orthonor-
mal relation (13b) the density operator ρ(0) is further expressed as
ρ(0) = (
n1∑
k=1
εikIkx)
⊗ t−1∑
k=0
rxk−1∑
s=0
|Ψs(xk)〉〈Ψs(xk)|
+(
n1∑
k=1
εikIkx)
⊗ L−1∑
ks=N
|ks〉〈ks|. (23)
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On the other hand, with the help of the definition (14) of the conditional
unitary operation UIkSn(y, r, N) and its the Hamiltonian (15) as well as the
eigenequation (4b) of the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) it is now easy to calcu-
late the time evolution of the spin ensemble when applying the conditional
unitary operation UIniSn(y, r, N)
m on the density operator ρ(0) of Eq.(23),
ρ(m) = UIniSn(y, r, N)
mρ(0)U+IniSn
(y, r, N)m
= −εiIy
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
s=0
sin[2pims/rxl]|Ψs(xl)〉〈Ψs(xl)|
+εiIx
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
s=0
cos[2pims/rxl ]|Ψs(xl)〉〈Ψs(xl)|
+εiIx
⊗ L−1∑
ks=N
|ks〉〈ks|, (24)
where all ni spins I have the same spin polarization factor εi, that is, εiIµ =
n1∑
k=1
εikIkµ (µ = x, y, z). One can obtain the antisymmetric y−component of the
density operator (24),
ρy(m) = −εiIy
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
s=0
sin[2pims/rxl]|Ψs(xl)〉〈Ψs(xl)|, (25)
by doing another experiment: ρ(−m) = U+IniSn
(y, r, N)mρ(0)UIniSn(y, r, N)
m
and then coadding coherently the final output NMR signals of the two density
operators ρ(m) and [−ρ(−m)], that is, ρy(m) =
1
2
(ρ(m) − ρ(−m)). The
inverse unitary operation U+IniSn
(y, r, N)m can be also implemented efficiently
just like the unitary operation UIniSn(y, r, N)
m, as can be seen in next section.
The density operator ρy(m) of Eq.(25) is antisymmetric for any integer m :
ρy(kr/2 − m) = −ρy(kr/2 + m), k = 0, 1, 2, ..., because the period r can
be divided by any dimensions rxl. By inserting the eigenstates |Ψs(xl)〉 of
Eq.(12a) into Eqs.(24) and (25) one can express the density operators ρ(m)
and ρy(m) in terms of the conventional computational basis,
ρ(m) = −εiIy
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
( 1
2i
){−|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |
+|xly
k+mmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |}
+εiIx
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
(1
2
){|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |
+|xly
k+mmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |}+εiIx
⊗ L−1∑
ks=N
|ks〉〈ks| (26)
and
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ρy(m) = −εiIy
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
( 1
2i
){−|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |
+|xly
k+mmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |}. (27)
Note that the conventional computational basis {|xly
kmodN〉, l = 0, 1, ...,
t−1; k = 0, 1, ..., rxl−1} of the subensemble Sn are orthogonal to each other,
as shown in Eq.(13b). Then the operator |xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN | is a
diagonal operator only when the equality xly
kmodN = xly
k+mmodN holds.
As shown in the previous section, the equality holds only when m = k′rxl
(k′ = 0, 1, ..., ). Therefore, the operator |xlykmodN〉〈xlyk+mmodN | is an
off-diagonal operator when m 6= k′rxl. It is known that the diagonal el-
ements of a density operator are the noncoherence components which are
known as the conventional longitudinal magnetization and spin order com-
ponents in NMR spectroscopy, while the off-diagonal elements represent the
coherent components of the density operator, and it is also well known in
NMR spectroscopy that the coherent components of a density operator are
the conventional multiple-quantum coherences including single-quantum co-
herence [19, 20]. It is shown below that the density operator ρy(m) of Eq.(27)
is a pure multiple-quantum coherence operator of the subensemble Sn. Here
assume that the period r is an even integer. First, the density operator ρy(m)
is clearly a pure multiple-quantum coherences when m 6= k′rxl. Next, it need
to be shown that the integers m = k′rxl are the zero points of the density
operator ρy(m). The zero points of the density operator ρy(m) are defined
as those integers m satisfying ρy(m) = 0. Obviously, m = k
′r are the zero
points of the density operator ρy(m) because the period r can be divided by
any dimensions rxl and hence m = k
′r = kxlrxl (kxl is an integer) which lead
to the identity:
rxl−1∑
k=0
[|xly
k+mmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |
−|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |] = 0, (l = 0, 1, ..., t−1), (28)
and thus, the density operator ρy(m) = 0. Moveover, it is easy to prove
that every integer m = (2k′ + 1)r/2 satisfies the formula (28) and hence
m = (2k′ + 1)r/2 are also the zero points of the density operator ρy(m).
Therefore, all possible zero points of the density operator ρy(m) are given
by m = k′r/2 (k′ = 0, 1, 2, ...). Then for any integer m the density operator
ρy(m) is either an off-diagonal operator or equal to zero. This indicates that
the density operator ρy(m) is a pure multiple-quantum coherence operator
of the subensemble Sn and does not contain any longitudinal magnetization
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and spin order (LOMSO) operators of the spin subensemble.
The density operator ρ(m) of Eq.(26) is more complicated and consists of
both the LOMSO operators and multiple-quantum coherence operators of
the subensemble Sn. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.(26) is re-
ally the pure multiple-quantum coherence operator ρy(m), while the last term
really consists of pure LOMSO operators. These LOMSO operators are re-
ally invariants under the unitary transformation in Eq.(24) with the unitary
operator UIniSn(y, r, N)
m. The second term contains the invariant diagonal
element ρ00 = |0〉〈0| which keeps unchanged under the unitary transforma-
tion. When the integers m = k′r the density operator of Eq.(26) equals the
initial density operator: ρ(m) = εiIx = ρ(0), indicating that at the points
m = k′r the initial density operator ρ(0) is not transferred into any multiple-
quantum coherences of the subensemble Sn under the unitary transformation.
Actually, if m = k′r the unitary operator UIniSn(y, r, N)
m is the unity op-
erator, that is, UIniSn(y, r, N)
m = E, and any initial density operator keeps
unchanged by the unity operation. One sees that at m = k′r there is not
any multiple-quantum coherence of the subensemble Sn in the density oper-
ator ρ(m) and also in the density operator ρy(m). Therefore, these integers
m = k′r (k′ = 0, 1, ..., ) are really the zero points of the density operators ρ(m)
and ρy(m) in the sense that there is not any multiple-quantum coherence of
the subensemble Sn in these density operators, although ρ(m) = ρ(0) 6= 0 at
m = kr. When m = krxl the whole conventional computational basis subset
S(xl) = {|xly
kmodN〉, k = 0, 1, ..., rxl − 1} of the subensemble Sn keeps un-
changed under the unitary operation UIniSn(y, r, N)
m, showing that the rxl
operator terms (
n1∑
k=1
εikIkx)
⊗ rxl−1∑
k=0
|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
kmodN | of the initial
density operator ρ(0) of Eq.(22) can not be transferred into the multiple-
quantum coherences. Based on these facts one can calculate the conversion
efficiency of the initial density operator ρ(0) into the multiple-quantum co-
herences under the unitary transformation.
It follows from Eq.(21) that the initial density operator ρ(0) consists of
L operator terms ρks = (
n1∑
k=1
εikIkx)
⊗
|ks〉〈ks|, ks = 0, 1, ..., L− 1. That the
density operator ρ(0) can not be transferred completely into the multiple-
quantum coherences of the subensemble Sn is because the L − N opera-
tor terms
L−1∑
ks=N
ρks (N ≥ L/2) and ρ00 = (
n1∑
k=1
εikIkx)|0〉〈0| of the den-
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sity operator ρ(0) keeps unchanged under the conditional unitary operation
UIniSn(y, r, N)
m with any integer m. But the total contribution of these in-
variant operator terms to the density operator ρ(0) is clearly less than 50%.
Therefore, when m 6= krxl (l = 0, 1, ..., t−1) the initial density operator ρ(0)
is transferred into the multiple-quantum coherences in a high efficiency of
50% at least, and this efficiency is independent of the qubit number n of the
spin ensemble (IniSn). For the case m = krxl (each rxl < r) but m 6= k
′r the
rxl operator terms (
n1∑
k=1
εikIkx)
⊗ rxl−1∑
k=0
|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
kmodN | also keep
unchanged under the conditional unitary operation in addition to the L−N
operator terms
L−1∑
ks=N
ρks and ρ00, but the contribution from all these invari-
ant operator terms to the initial density operator ρ(0) is at most (L− rd)/L,
as shown in the previous section. Then the conversion efficiency of the ini-
tial density operator ρ(0) into the multiple-quantum coherences under the
conditional unitary operation will be rd/L = (N − p − q + 1)/L at least
[14], as can be seen in the previous section. Note that 1
2
L ≤ N < L. The
efficiency rd/L is generally not less than 50% for a sufficient large number
N = pq, indicating that for an arbitrary m 6= kr the initial density operator
ρ(0) is efficiently transferred into the multiple-quantum coherences of the
subensemble Sn in the density operator ρ(m) with an efficiency generally not
less than 50% under the conditional unitary operation UIniSn(y, r, N)
m on
the spin ensemble IniSn with a large qubit number n. This high conversion
efficiency will directly result in that the multiple-quantum coherences of the
subensemble Sn in the density operator ρ(m) may be detected efficiently, as
can be seen in next section.
4. NMR measurement of multiple-quantum coherences
Generally all the multiple-quantum coherences can not be observed di-
rectly in the NMR measurement except the single quantum coherence. All
non-first-order multiple-quantum coherences usually may be detected indi-
rectly through the direct NMR measurement of the single-quantum coher-
ence. To detect multiple-quantum coherences one first needs to convert them
into single-quantum coherence by making a unitary transformation composed
of a sequence of RF pulses and interaction intervals in the spin ensemble. In
general, the density operator of the spin ensemble, for example, ρ(m), can
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be expanded as a quantum coherence order series [19],
ρ(m) =
n∑
p=−n
σp(m), (29)
where the operator σp(m) is the p−order quantum coherence operator and
σp(m) = σ−p(m)+ because the density operator is an Hermitian operator.
Since the present discussion is focused on the multiple-quantum coherences
of the spin subensemble Sn of the spin ensemble IniSn the order index p
of the expansion series (29) in this special case is referred to the p−order
quantum coherence of the spin subensemble Sn. The maximum quantum
order of the subensemble Sn is n. This means that the density operator
ρ(m) (29) are generally composed of the multiple-quantum coherences with
at most 2n + 1 different quantum orders range from −n to n. The density
operator ρ(m) can be detected through the spins I or S by applying a unitary
transformation to convert it into single quantum coherence. Here consider
the measurement method through detecting the single quantum coherence of
the spin I instead of the spin S. Before the multiple-quantum coherences are
transferred into the single-quantum coherence of the spin I they are labelled
with their own precession frequencies in order to distinguish different order
quantum coherences, and in order to observe effectively the multiple-quantum
spectral peaks of the multiple-quantum coherences one had better label all
the same order quantum coherence with a single precession frequency. Then
the spin Hamiltonian used to label the multiple-quantum coherences of the
subensemble Sn may be chosen as
HS =
n∑
k=1
ωSkSkz = ωSSz. (30)
This labelling Hamiltonian is independent of the spins Ini. Under this Hamil-
tonian the multiple-quantum spectrum of the spins Sn has at most 2n + 1
different order multiple-quantum peaks with their own precession frequen-
cies, and the frequency for all p−order quantum coherence is simply equal to
pωS (p = −n,−n + 1, ..., n− 1, n). The frequency labelling for the multiple-
quantum coherences may be achieved by the time evolution process of the
spin ensemble (IniSn) starting at the density operator ρ(m) under the Hamil-
tonian (30),
ρ(m, t1) = exp(−iHSt1)ρ(m) exp(iHSt1) =
n∑
p=−n
σp(m) exp(−ipωSt1). (31)
Then the density operator (31) is converted into single-quantum coherence
under the specific unitary transformation VIniSn(y, r, N) which may be con-
structed through the modular exponential operation U(y, r, N),
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ρf(m, t1) = VIniSn(y, r, N)ρ(m, t1)VIniSn(y, r, N)
+. (32)
Then the observable NMR signal for the density operator ρf(m, t1) is given
by
Sf(m, t1) = Tr{Fρf (m, t1)}
= Tr{VIniSn(y, r, N)
+FVIniSn(y, r, N)ρf(m, t1)}, (33)
where the observable single-quantum operator F = Ix, which is proportional
to the initial density operator ρ(0) (21). Because all the same order quantum
coherence has the same precession frequency the total amplitude for a given
order quantum NMR signal is the coherent sum of the amplitudes of all the
same order quantum coherence. The unitary operator VIniSn(y, r, N) should
be constructed suitably in order that the coherent sum of the amplitudes
is constructive and the inphase multiple-quantum spectrum is generated for
all the same order quantum coherence, otherwise the total amplitude may
severely attenuate due to the destructive coherent sum. One of the best
ways to build up the unitary operator is simple to make the unitary operator
satisfy [26],
VIniSn(y, r, N) = U
+
IniSn
(y, r, N)m. (34)
This is a direct requirement of the famous time-reversal symmetry [27]. In
high-resolution NMR spectroscopy the time-reversal symmetric unitary oper-
ator usually may not be easily created from the scalar J-coupling interactions
of a complex coupled spin system in a liquid. An alternative method to gen-
erate the inphase multiple-quantum spectrum for all the same order quantum
coherence may be that a series of experiments are performed starting from the
same density operator, e.g., ρ(m, t1) of Eq.(31), and using different unitary
operators V
(k)
IniSn
(y, r, N) so that the following relation is satisfied:
∑
k
V
(k)
IniSn
(y, r, N)+FV
(k)
IniSn
(y, r, N) = ε−1i ρ(m)
+ =
n∑
p=−n
ε−1i σp(m)
+, (35)
then the inphase multiple-quantum spectra could be generated as well by
adding coherently these experimental NMR signals, although the Hamilto-
nian of every unitary operator V
(k)
IniSn
(y, r, N) may not always satisfy the
time-reversal symmetry [27]. The inphase multiple-quantum spectrum of the
density operator ρy(m) of Eq.(25) may be generated by this method later.
According to number theory [28] Euclid′s algorithm may be used to find
efficiently the multiplicative inverses in modular arithmetic. The inverse of
the integer y modular N , i.e., y−1modN can be efficiently calculated by
Euclid′s algorithm by taking O((log2N)
3) steps [28]. Then according to the
definition (1) of the unitary operator U(y, r, N) the inverse unitary operator
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U(y, r, N)+ then can be constructed by
U(y, r, N)+ = U(y−1modN, r,N). (36)
Then the unitary operator U(y, r, N)+ can be efficiently constructed just as
the unitary operator U(y, r, N). Consequently the inverse conditional unitary
operation U+IniSn
(y, r, N) can be also constructed efficiently by the definition
(14) of the conditional unitary operation UIniSn(y, r, N). This directly leads
to that the unitary operator U+IniSn
(y, r, N)m can be efficiently constructed
for any integer m because U+IniSn
(y, r, N)m = U+IniSn
(ym, r, N).
As an example, below the NMR multiple-quantum signal Sf (m, t1) of
Eq.(33) is calculated in detailed using the unitary operator VIniSn(y, r, N) of
Eq.(34). There are the orthogonal relations between different order multiple-
quantum coherence operators,
Tr{σp(m)
+σp′(m)} = Tr{|σp(m)|
2}δpp′. (37)
Inserting Eq.(31) and (34) into Eq.(33) and using the orthogonal relations
(37) one can further write the NMR signal (33) as
Sf(m, t1) =
n∑
p=−n
ε−1i Tr{|σp(m)|
2} exp(−ipωSt1). (38)
The multiple-quantum spectrum Sf(m,ω − pωS) can be obtained by fast
Fourier transforming (t1) the time-domain NMR signal Sf(m, t1) of Eq.(38).
Then the p−order quantum peak in the multiple-quantum spectrum has an
intensity I(p,m) = ε−1i Tr{|σp(m)|
2} and the total intensity for the multiple-
quantum spectrum is given by
I(m) =
n∑
p=−n
ε−1i Tr{|σp(m)|
2}. (39)
The expansion (29) and the orthogonal relations (37) show that the total in-
tensity I(m) also can be expressed as
I(m) = ε−1i Tr{ρ(m)
+ρ(m)}. (40)
The formula (39) and (40) are really the direct result of equation.(35), a gen-
eral method to obtain inphase multiple-quantum spectra. The total spec-
tral power I(t) of the density operator ρ(t) = U(t)ρ(0)U(t)+ including the
contributions from both the multiple-quantum coherence and the LOMSO
operator components actually keeps unchanged when an arbitrary unitary
operation U(t) is applied to the initial density operator ρ(0),
I(t) = ε−1Tr{|ρ(t)|2} = ε−1Tr{|ρ(0)|2}. (41)
This property could be helpful for conveniently manipulating the modular
exponential operation. Inserting all the multiple-quantum coherence compo-
nents of the density operator ρ(m) of Eq.(26) into (40) the total intensity
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I(m) can be calculated explicitly using the orthogonal relations (13a) and
Tr{I2x,y} =
1
4
ni2
ni (the trace is only in the subensemble Ini),
I(m) = 1
4
ni2
niεi{N−
∑
j=0
t−1∑
k=0
rxkδ(m, jrxk)}, (42)
where the delta function δ(x, y) = δxy. The second term of Eq.(42) accounts
for those invariant diagonal operators {|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |} under the
conditional unitary operation in Eq.(24) which have not a net contribution to
the multiple-quantum spectrum. The total intensity I(m) satisfies, as shown
in previous section,
I(m) = 0 if m = 0, r, 2r, ...,
I(m) ≥ 1
4
ni2
niεi[N − (p+ q − 1)] if m 6= 0, r, 2r, ....
If one detects only the multiple-quantum coherences of the antisymmetric
density operator ρy(m) of Eq.(25) then the total intensity Iy(m) of the
multiple-quantum spectrum of the density operator ρy(m) can be derived
as
Iy(m) = ε
−1
i Tr{ρy(m)
+ρy(m)}. (43)
Since the density operator ρy(m) is a pure multiple-quantum coherence op-
erator one can calculate the total intensity Iy(m) directly by inserting the
density operator ρy(m) of Eq.(25) into Eq.(43),
Iy(m) = ε
−1
i Tr{|εiIy
⊗ t−1∑
k=0
rxk−1∑
s=0
sin[2pims/rxk ]|Ψs(xk)〉〈Ψs(xk)||
2}
= 1
8
ni2
niεi[N−
∑
j=0
t−1∑
k=0
rxkδ(2m, jrxk)], (44)
where the orthogonal relations (13a) of the eigenvectors |Ψs(xk)〉 and the re-
lations below has been used,
rxk−1∑
s=0
exp(±i4pims/rxk) = rxkδ(2m, jrxk), j = 0, 1, 2, ... (45)
As can be seen in previous section, each rxk can divide the period r and the
total number of the computational basis of those basis sets S(xk) with the
periods rxk < r is (p + q − 1) at most including the state |0〉 [14], that is,
for any given integer m, (p+ q − 1) ≥
∑
j=0
t−1∑
k=0
rxkδ(2m, jrxk) with the sum for
index k running only over all rxk < r, and most of the computational basis
(≥ N − (p + q − 1)) belong to those subsets with the period r. Therefore,
the total intensity Iy(m) satisfies,
Iy(m) = 0 if m = 0, r/2, r, 3r/2, ...,
Iy(m) ≥
1
8
ni2
niεi[N − (p+ q − 1)] if m 6= 0, r/2, r, 3r/2, ....
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Here suppose that the period r is an even integer, otherwise r/2, 3r/2, ..., are
not integers and hence not zero points and the density operator ρy(m) has
only zero points with integer m = 0, r, 2r, ....
If the initial thermal equilibrium density operator of Eq.(20) now is trans-
ferred completely into the observable single quantum coherence, then the
generated NMR spectrum will have a total intensity I0 = εiTr{I
2
z}+
n∑
k=1
εskTr{S
2
kz} =
1
4
2(n+ni)(niεi + nεs). The conversion efficiency from the ther-
mal equilibrium state of Eq.(20) into the multiple-quantum coherences of the
density operators ρ(m) and ρy(m) under the conditional unitary operation
in Eq.(24) are given by the ratios Iy(m)/I0 and Iy(m)/I0, respectively, which
satisfy,
I(m)/I0 = 0 if m = 0, r, 2r, ...,
I(m)/I0 > niεi[N − (p+ q − 1)]/[2
n(niεi + nεs)] if m 6= 0, r, 2r, ....
and
Iy(m)/I0 = 0 if m = 0, r/2, r, 3r/2, ...,
Iy(m)/I0 >
1
2
niεi[N−(p+q−1)]/[2
n(niεi+nεs)] if m 6= 0, r/2, r, 3r/2, ....
In fact, the multiple-quantum coherences of ρ(m) (26) and ρy(m) (27) are
generated only from the thermal equilibrium state ρieq =
n1∑
k=1
εikIkz of the spins
Ini (which is completely transferred into ρ(0) (22)), while the thermal equilib-
rium state magnetization (ρseq) of the spins Sn of the initial thermal equilib-
rium state ρeq (20) has not a net contribution to the multiple-quantum coher-
ences. The total intensity for the multiple-quantum spectrum generated from
the initial density operator ρ(0) (22) should be Ii0 = εiTr{I
2
z} =
1
4
niεi2
(n+ni).
Therefore, the conversion efficiency for the initial density operator (22) into
the multiple-quantum coherences ρy(m) should be measured more exactly
by the ratio Iy(m)/Ii0 instead of the ratio Iy(m)/I0. The ratio Iy(m)/Ii0
satisfies,
Iy(m)/Ii0 = 0, m = 0, r/2, r, 3r/2, ...,
Iy(m)/Ii0 ≥
1
2
[N − (p+ q − 1)]/2n, m 6= 0, r/2, r, 3r/2, ....
It can be seen that the efficiency is almost independent of the qubit number
n of the spin ensemble (IniSn) for a large prime integer N = pq (2
n−1 ≤
N < 2n). Therefore, for a large prime integer N and m 6= 0, r/2, r, 3r/2, ...
the initial thermal equilibrium density operator ρieq is efficiently transferred
into the multiple-quantum coherences ρy(m) with an efficiency more than
1/4. Since there are 2n+1 peaks in the multiple-quantum spectrum of ρy(m)
the intensity for each peak of the 2n+1 peaks, on average, is approximately
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inversely proportional to the qubit number n, indicating that intensities for
some of the 2n + 1 multiple-quantum peaks do not reduce exponentially as
the qubit number n.
The density operator ρy(m) of Eq.(27) is a pure multiple-quantum co-
herences of the spin subensemble Sn, but ρ(m) contains both the multiple-
quantum coherence and the LOMSO operators. The LOMSO compo-
nents may hamper the detection of zero-quantum coherence in the multiple-
quantum spectra since both have zero frequency in the multiple-quantum
spectra under the frequency labelling Hamiltonian (30). A better method
may be using only the density operator ρy(m) and its intensity Iy(m) to
solve the factoring problem. According to the scheme (35) to create inphase
multiple-quantum spectra the pulse sequence to create the output NMR sig-
nal with the intensity Iy(m) (43) consists of the two experiments:
ρf(m, t1) = U
+
IniSn
(ym, r, N) exp(−iHSt1)ρy(m) exp(iHSt1)UIniSn(y
m, r, N),
ρf(m, t1) = UIniSn(y
m, r, N)Ri(180
◦
x) exp(−iHSt1)
×ρy(m) exp(iHSt1)Ri(180
◦
x)
+U+IniSn
(ym, r, N).
By adding coherently the output NMR signals of the two experiments one
will obtain the desired NMR signal with the intensity Iy(m) (43). Since the
density operator ρy(m) is obtained from the two experiments, as shown in
previous section, the complete pulse sequence to create the intensity Iy(m)
consists of four experiments.
A more general initial density operator ρ(0) is suggested below for the
modular exponential operation sequence above. For convenient treatment,
the initial density operator ρ(0) still has a general LOMSO operator ρSn(0)
of the subensemble Sn, that is,
ρ(0) = αE+
∑
j=1
ρIni (0)j
⊗
ρSn(0)j. (46)
The two components ρIni (0) and ρSn(0) of the density operator ρ(0) belong
to the two subensembles Ini and Sn of the spin ensemble IniSn, respectively.
Particularly, in previous factoring sequence the density operator component
ρSn(0) is the unity operator E, as can be seen in the initial density operator
of Eq.(21). The initial density operator can be prepared properly from the
thermal equilibrium state (20) of the spin ensemble IniSn by a suitable pulse
sequence. Ignoring the unity operator term αE the initial density operator
ρ(0) (46) is generally written as
ρ(0) =
n1∑
j=1
εjIjx
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
ρj(xly
kmodN)|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |
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+
n1∑
j=1
εjIjx
⊗ L−1∑
k=N
ρj(k)|k〉〈k|, (L = 2
n, 1
2
L < N < L). (47)
where the coefficient ρj(xly
kmodN) is the diagonal element with the index
(xly
kmodN) of the initial density operator component ρSn(0)j. There are
the unitary transformations according the definition (14) of the conditional
modular exponential operation:
UIkSn(y, r, N)
mIjx
⊗
|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |U+IkSn(y, r, N)
m
= 1
2
(|1〉〈0|)k
⊗
|xly
k+mmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |
+1
2
(|0〉〈1|)k
⊗
|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |, if j = k; (48a)
= (|1〉〈1|)k
⊗
Ijx
⊗
|xly
k+mmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |
+(|0〉〈0|)k
⊗
Ijx
⊗
|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |, if j 6= k. (48b)
The unitary transformations (48a) and (48b) show that the diagonal oper-
ator |xly
kmodN〉〈xly
kmodN | of the subensemble Sn can not be converted
into multiple-quantum coherences but into other LOMSO operators by the
conditional modular exponential operation UIkSn(y, r, N)
m (k 6= j) which
Hamiltonian (15) does not contain the operator Ijz. The unitary trans-
formations can be used further to calculate the time evolution of the spin
ensemble with the initial density operator ρ(0) (47) under the conditional
modular exponential operation (18),
ρ(m) = UIniSn(y, r, N)
mρ(0)U+IkSn(y, r, N)
m
=
n1∑
j=1
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
εjρj(xly
kmodN)UIjSn(y, r, N)
m
×{(E11)1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
Ijx
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)ni⊗
|xly
k+m(ni−1)modN〉〈xlyk+m(ni−1)modN |
+[(E00)1
⊗
(E11)2
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
Ijx
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)ni
+(E11)1
⊗
(E00)2
⊗
(E11)3
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
Ijx
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...⊗
(E11)ni + ... + (E11)1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
Ijx
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...⊗
(E11)ni−1
⊗
(E00)ni ]
⊗
|xly
k+m(ni−2)modN〉〈xlyk+m(ni−2)modN |
+[(E00)1
⊗
(E00)2
⊗
(E11)3
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
Ijx
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...⊗
(E11)ni+...+(E11)1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
Ijx
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)ni−2⊗
(E00)ni−1
⊗
(E00)ni ]
⊗
|xly
k+m(ni−3)modN〉〈xlyk+m(ni−3)modN |
+...+ (E00)1
⊗
(E00)2
⊗
...
⊗
(E00)j−1
⊗
Ijx
⊗
(E00)j+1
⊗
...
⊗
(E00)ni⊗
|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |}U+IjSn(y, r, N)
m
+
n1∑
j=1
εjIjx
⊗ L−1∑
k=N
ρj(k)|k〉〈k|, (49)
where the operator Eij = |i〉〈j| and the 2 × 2−dimensional unity operator
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of the kth spin I is expressed as Eik = (E00)k + (E11)k. The density operator
ρ(m) (49) can be simplified by using the shift-invariance identity:
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
ρj(xly
kmodN)|xly
k+qmmodN〉〈xly
k+qmmodN |
=
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
ρj(xly
(k−qm)mod rxl modN)|xlykmodN〉〈xlykmodN |, (50)
where 0 ≤ (k − qm)mod rxl < rxl for any integers q and m. For example,
one of those operator terms in the density operator ρ(m) (49) is calculated
in detailed below,
ρq(m) = UIjSn(y, r, N)
m(E11)1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
Ijx
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)ni
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
εjρj(xly
kmodN)
×|xly
k+qmmodN〉〈xly
k+qmmodN |U+IjSn(y, r, N)
m
= 1
2
(E11)1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
(|1〉〈0|)j
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)ni
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
εjρj(xly
[k−qm]mod rxl modN)|xlyk+mmodN〉〈xlykmodN |
+1
2
(E11)1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
(|0〉〈1|)j
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)ni
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
εjρj(xly
[k−qm]mod rxl modN)
×|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |, (q = ni− 1). (51)
One then further calculates the contribution of the operator term (51) to the
total intensity I(m) of the multiple-quantum spectrum of the subensemble
Sn of the density operator ρ(m) (49). When m 6= k
′rxl, (k
′ = 0, 1, ...; l =
0, 1, ..., t− 1), the contribution is given by
2εi
t−1∑
l=1
rxl−1∑
k=0
|1
2
ρj(xly
[k−qm]mod rxl modN)|2 = 1
2
εi
N−1∑
k=1
ρj(k)
2.
where the diagonal operator term ρ00 = |0〉〈0| is not included. When m = k
′r
the contribution is nothing to the multiple-quantum spectrum, that is, the
integers m = k′r are the zero points of the multiple-quantum spectrum.
When m = k′rxl but m 6= k
′r the contribution of the term (51) satisfies
2εi
t−1∑
l=1
rxl−1∑
k=0
|1
2
ρj(xly
[k−qm]mod rxl modN)|2
≥ 1
2
εi{
N−1∑
k=0
ρj(k)
2 − (p+ q − 1)|ρj(k)
2|max}
where |ρj(k)|max is the maximum diagonal element of the initial density
operator component ρSn(0)j. Now the total intensity I(m) of the multiple-
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quantum spectrum can be calculated from the density operator (49) using
the orthogonal relations between any pair of operator terms including the
operator term (51) in the density operator ρ(m) (49). When m 6= k′rxl, the
total intensity I(m) is given by
I(m) = 1
2
2ni−1εi
n1∑
j=1
N−1∑
k=1
ρj(k)
2.
When m = k′r the total intensity is zero, that is,
I(m) = 0 if m = 0, r, 2r, ...,
indicating that the integers m = k′r are the zero points of the multiple-
quantum spectrum. When m = k′rxl but m 6= k
′r the total intensity I(m)
satisfies
I(m) ≥ 1
2
2ni−1εi
n1∑
j=1
{
N−1∑
k=0
ρj(k)
2 − (p+ q − 1)|ρj(k)
2|max}.
Obviously, the initial density operator component ρSn(0)j of the initial den-
sity operator ρ(0) (47) can be efficiently transferred into the multiple-quantum
coherences under the conditional unitary operation UIniSn(y, r, N)
m with any
integer m except the zero points m = k′r when the density operator compo-
nent ρSn(0)j satisfies,
N−1∑
k=0
ρj(k)
2 >> (p+ q− 1)|ρj(k)
2|max. (52a)
and
{
N−1∑
k=0
ρj(k)
2}−1{
L−1∑
k=0
ρj(k)
2} ∼ poly(n) (52b)
Using the auxiliary experiment ρ(−m) = U+IniSn
(y, r, N)mρ(0)UIniSn(y, r, N)
m
one can separate the antisymmetric part ρy(m) (ρy(m) =
1
2
ρ(m)− 1
2
ρ(−m))
from the density operator ρ(m) (49). The density operator ρy(m) is a pure
multiple-quantum coherence operator. For example, the operator term (51)
contains a component of the density operator ρy(m):
ρqy(m) =
1
4
(E11)1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
Ijx
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)ni
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
εj[ρj(xly
[k−qm]mod rxl modN)− ρj(xly
[k+qm+m]mod rxl modN)]
×{|xly
k+mmodN〉〈xly
kmodN | + |xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |}
+1
4
(E11)1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)j−1
⊗
Ijy
⊗
(E11)j+1
⊗
...
⊗
(E11)ni
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
εj[ρj(xly
[k−qm]mod rxl modN)
+ρj(xly
[k+qm+m]mod rxl modN)]{i|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |
−i|xly
k+mmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |}, (q = ni−1). (53)
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One sees that the zero points of the density operator ρy(m) are m = k
′r/2,
that is, ρy(k
′r/2) = 0. When m 6= k′rxl/2, it is easy to calculate the contri-
bution of the operator term ρqy(m) (53) to the total intensity Iy(m) of the
multiple-quantum spectrum of the density operator ρy(m),
Iqy(m) = Tr{|ρ
q
y(m)|
2} = 1
4
εi
N−1∑
k=1
ρj(k)
2.
When m = k′rxl/2 but m 6= k
′r/2 the contribution of the operator term (53)
satisfies, Iqy(m) ≥
1
4
εi{
N−1∑
k=1
ρj(k)
2−(p+q−1)|ρj(k)
2|max}. The total intensity
Iy(m) then can be calculated through the density operator ρy(m). It is easy
to prove that the intensity Iy(m) satisfies,
Iy(m) = 0 if m = 0, r/2, r, 3r/2, ...;
Iy(m) ≥
1
4
εi2
ni−1{
N−1∑
k=0
ρj(k)
2−(p+q−1)|ρj(k)
2|max} if m 6= 0, r/2, r, 3r/2, ....
Therefore, the pure multiple-quantum coherences of the density operator
ρy(m) are efficiently created by the conditional modular exponential opera-
tion UIniSn(y, r, N)
m with any integer m except the zero points m = k′r/2
when the initial density operator component ρSn(0)j satisfies the conditions
(52a) and (52b).
In order to calculate analytically the multiple-quantum spectrum of the
density operators ρ(m) and ρy(m) a compact and analytical derivation for
the density operators is given below. With the help of the Fourier transform
(12b) and the Hermitian property of the density operator the initial density
operator ρ(0) (47) can be written in a symmetrical form
ρ(0) =
n1∑
j=1
εjIjx
⊗ t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
s=0
rxl−1∑
s′=0
1
2
{ρj(s− s
′, xl)|Ψs(xl)〉〈Ψs′(xl)|
+ρj(s
′−s, xl)|Ψs′(xl)〉〈Ψs(xl)|}+
n1∑
j=1
εjIjx
⊗ L−1∑
k=N
ρj(k)|k〉〈k| (54)
where the coefficient ρj(s− s
′, xl) is given by
ρj(s− s
′, xl) = 1rxl
rxl−1∑
k=0
ρj(xly
kmodN) exp[−i2pik(s− s′)/rxl]. (55)
Now the time evolution of the spin ensemble is calculated with the aid of
the Hamiltonian of Eq.(15) and the eigen-equation (4a) when acting the
conditional unitary operation UIniSn(y, r, N)
m on the density operator ρ(0)
of Eq.(54),
ρ(m) = UIniSn(y, r, N)
mρ(0)U+IniSn
(y, r, N)m
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= 1
2
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
s=0
rxl−1∑
s′=0
exp[−ipinim(s− s
′)/rxl] exp[i2pim(s− s
′)/rxlIz]
×{
n1∑
j=1
εjρj(s− s
′, xl)(Ijx cos[2pims′/rxl]− Ijy sin[2pims
′/rxl])}
⊗
|Ψs(xl)〉〈Ψs′(xl)|+
1
2
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
s=0
rxl−1∑
s′=0
exp[−ipinim(s
′ − s)/rxl]
×{
n1∑
j=1
εjρj(s
′ − s, xl)(Ijx cos[2pims′/rxl]− Ijy sin[2pims
′/rxl])}
× exp[i2pim(s′ − s)/rxlIz]
⊗
|Ψs′(xl)〉〈Ψs(xl)|
+
n1∑
j=1
εjIjx
⊗ L−1∑
k=N
ρj(k)|k〉〈k|. (56)
The unitary diagonal operator exp[i2pim(s − s′)/rxlIz] can be expanded in
the LOMSO subspace [29] of the subensemble Ini ,
exp[i2pim(s− s′)/rxlIz] = α0F0 +α1F1 +α2F2 + ...+ αniFni (57)
where the operator Fk is the full symmetrical k−body interaction basis op-
erator of the LOMSO subspace [21, 29],
F0 = E, F1 = Iz, F2 =
ni∑
l>k=1
2IkzIlz, F3 =
ni∑
m>l>k=1
4IkzIlzImz, ...,
Fni = 2
ni−1I1zI2z...Iniz,
and the coefficient αp is generally expressed as
αp =
ni∑
q=0
cpq exp[i2pim(s−s
′)/rxl(ni/2−q)], (58)
where the real coefficient cpq can be determined using the method in Ref.[29].
By inserting Eqs.(55), (57), and (58) into Eq.(56) and then using the Fourier
transform (12a) and dividing the LOMSO operator Fp into two parts: Fp =
F j1p + 2IjzF
j
2p the density operator ρ(m) can be expressed in terms of the
conventional computational basis,
ρ(m) = −1
2
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
n1∑
p,q=0
n1∑
j=1
cpqεjIjyQ1(j, p, xl, k,m)
⊗
( 1
2i
){+|xly
k+qmmodN〉〈xly
k+qm+mmodN |
−|xly
k+qm+mmodN〉〈xly
k+qmmodN |}
+1
2
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
n1∑
p,q=0
n1∑
j=1
cpqεjIjxQ1(j, p, xl, k,m)
⊗
(1
2
){+|xly
k+qmmodN〉〈xly
k+qm+mmodN |
+|xly
k+qm+mmodN〉〈xly
k+qmmodN |}
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+
n1∑
j=1
εjIjx
⊗ L−1∑
k=N
ρj(k)|k〉〈k|, (59)
where the operator function Q1(j, p, xl, k,m) is defined as
Q1(j, p, xl, k,m) = F
j
1p[ρj(xly
kmodN) + ρj(xly
k+mmodN)]
+F j2p[ρj(xly
kmodN)− ρj(xly
k+mmodN)]
Using the auxiliary experiment ρ(−m) = U+IniSn
(y, r, N)mρ(0)UIniSn(y, r, N)
m
one can further separate the antisymmetric part ρy(m) from the density op-
erator ρ(m), (ρy(m) =
1
2
ρ(m)− 1
2
ρ(−m)),
ρy(m) = −
1
4
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
n1∑
p,q=0
n1∑
j=1
cpqεjIjyQ1(j, p, xl, k,m)
⊗
( 1
2i
){+|xly
k+qmmodN〉〈xly
k+qm+mmodN |
−|xly
k+qm+mmodN〉〈xly
k+qmmodN |}
−1
4
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
n1∑
p,q=0
n1∑
j=1
cpqεjIjyQ2(j, p, xl, k + qm,m)
⊗
( 1
2i
){+|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |
−|xly
k+mmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |}
+1
4
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
n1∑
p,q=0
n1∑
j=1
cpqεjIjxQ1(j, p, xl, k,m)
⊗
(1
2
){+|xly
k+qmmodN〉〈xly
k+qm+mmodN |
+|xly
k+qm+mmodN〉〈xly
k+qmmodN |}
−1
4
t−1∑
l=0
rxl−1∑
k=0
n1∑
p,q=0
n1∑
j=1
cpqεjIjxQ2(j, p, xl, k + qm,m)
⊗
(1
2
){+|xly
kmodN〉〈xly
k+mmodN |
+|xly
k+mmodN〉〈xly
kmodN |} (60)
where the operator function Q2(j, p, xl, k,m) is defined as
Q2(j, p, xl, k,m) = F
j
1p[ρj(xly
kmodN) + ρj(xly
k+mmodN)]
−F j2p[ρj(xly
kmodN)− ρj(xly
k+mmodN)]
Obviously, the density operator ρy(m) is antisymmetric, that is, ρy(kr/2 +
m) = −ρy(kr/2 − m) (k = 0, 1, ...), and it is a pure multiple-quantum co-
herence operator of the subensemble Sn. The antisymmetric property might
be helpful for speeding up the searching for the zero points of the density
operator ρy(m).
5. Searching for the period of modular exponential function
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In previous sections it has been shown that the modular exponential op-
eration can be performed easily on an NMR quantum computer just like
on a classical digital computer. The classical computer outputs the value
of the modular exponential function f(y,m,N) = ymmodN given the in-
put integers y, m, and N , while the NMR quantum computer outputs the
multiple-quantum spectrum of the spin ensemble which intensity does not
reduce exponentially as the qubit number of the spin ensemble. Both the
classical and quantum computations of the modular exponential function
have the same computational complexity. In classical computation the val-
ues of the modular exponential function with different inputs, i.e., the integer
m, are generally independent on each other. Therefore it is a hard problem
to find the period r of the modular exponential function on a classical com-
puter. However, the essential difference for the quantum computer from the
classical one is that the computational process on the quantum computer
obeys the unitary dynamics of quantum mechanics. Then in the factoring
problem the quantum computational process and output (through the den-
sity operator) are governed by the Liouville-von Neumann equation or the
Schro¨dinger equation where the integer m acts as the discrete time variable,
as can be seen below, and therefore the output results at different times (m)
really correlate to each other. This essential point could form the base to
solve efficiently the factoring problem and play a key important role for the
quantum computer outperforming the classical one in solving the factoring
problem.
In general, the amplitudes and phases of multiple-quantum coherences of
ρ(m) and ρy(m) with different quantum orders are dependent on the inte-
ger m in the spin ensemble, which are described by the Liouville-von Neu-
mann equation. In particular, the amplitude and phase for the long-range-
interaction and higher-order multiple-quantum coherences could be helpful
for efficiently searching for the period r. The Liouville-von Neumann equa-
tion with Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) that governs the unitary dynamical process
during the modular exponential operation (1) in a spin ensemble can be writ-
ten as
dρ(t)/dt = −i[H(y, r, N), ρ(t)], (ℏ = 1). (61)
The solution to the Liouville equation then is given formally by
ρ(t) = U(t)ρ(0)U(t)+ (62)
where the propagator is written as
U(t) = exp[−itH(y, r, N)]. (63)
By comparing the unitary operator U(t) with the modular exponential op-
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erator U(y, r, N)m of Eq.(7) one sees that the integer m in the modular
exponential operator is really equivalent to the time variable t and their dif-
ference is merely that the time variable t is continuous but the integer m
discrete. Therefore, the propagator is time periodic: U(t) = U(t+ r), where
the period r needs to be determined in the factoring problem. Below it is
assumed that the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) consists of a dominating and a
relative small operator components,
H(y, r, N) = H0+H1. (64)
The dominating term H0 is a specific order quantum operator, for exam-
ple, a zero-quantum coherence operator, while the small operator term H1
is usually a multiple-quantum operator. By making the coordinate frame
transformation: ρr(t) = exp(iH0t)ρ(t) exp(−iH0t), here the frame is called
the interaction frame defined by the Hamiltonian H0, the Liouville equation
(61) is rewritten as
dρr(t)/dt = −i[Hˆ1(t), ρr(t)], (65)
with the time-dependent Hamiltonian in the interaction frame:
Hˆ1(t) = exp(iH0t)H1 exp(−iH0t). (66)
The solution to the Liouville equation (66) is given in form
ρr(t) = U1(t, t0)ρ(t0)U1(t, t0)
+ (67)
with the propagator in the interaction frame:
U1(t, t0) = T exp(−i
t∫
t0
Hˆ1(t
′)dt′), (68)
where the operator T is Dyson time-ordering operator. To see more clearly
the time evolution process in the interaction frame the solution of Eq.(67) is
expanded,
ρ(t) = exp(−iH0t){ρ(0)− it[Hˆ1(t), ρ(0)]
−1
2
t2[Hˆ1(t), [Hˆ1(t), ρ(0)]] + ...} exp(iH0t). (69)
Suppose that the initial density operator ρ(0) is a LOMSO operator, for
example, the initial density operator component ρSn(0) of Eq.(46) that is a
LOMSO operator of the subensemble Sn. It can be seen clearly from the
expansion (69) how the initial density operator is converted into multiple-
quantum coherences as time development. Since the zero-quantum Hamilto-
nian H0 is dominating the initial LOMSO density operator is converted effi-
ciently into the zero-quantum coherence at a short time, e.g., t = 1 (m = 1).
In general, the p−order quantum peak is strongest at a short time (a small
m) if the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) contains a dominating p−order quantum
coherence operator. This ensures that the NMR multiple-quantum signals
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at the time points t = 0 and t = 1 can be precisely distinguished experimen-
tally without an exponential resource by the multiple-quantum spectroscopic
method. The measurement precision is important on a quantum computer,
while it is not any problem in a classical computer. Since the multiple-
quantum Hamiltonian Hˆ1(t) is small the nonzero-order multiple-quantum
coherences will grow slowly and monotonously in a long time interval. At
the same time the zero-quantum coherence first increases quickly and reaches
its maximum and then decreases gradually as time development because part
of the initial density operator is converted into the multiple-quantum coher-
ences. The same time evolution behavior of the density operator ρ(t) near
the zero point ρ(0) also occurs at other zero points ρ(kr) (k = 0, 1, ...) due to
the period of the density operator, ρ(kr) = ρ(0). If such time development
behavior for the zero-quantum and nonzero-order quantum coherences con-
tinues in a time interval ∆T satisfying r/∆T ∼ poly(n) then the searching
for the zero points of the multiple-quantum spectra will be polynomial-time
on the NMR quantum computer. The searching efficiency is proportional to
the time interval ∆T , that is, the longer the time interval ∆T the higher the
efficiency. The searching efficiency will decrease if the density operator ρ(t)
arrives at its steady state at a shorter time. Here the steady state implies that
the intensity Iy(p, t) for any p−order quantum coherence does not change as
the time. The situation may occur when the multiple-quantum Hamiltonian
H1 is not small, however, even in this case the searching is still efficient if the
initial integer m is sufficiently near the zero points. Obviously, the searching
for the zero points is locally efficient in a small region near the zero points.
The steady-state problem is harmful for the present factoring algorithm to
find efficiently the zero points in a spin ensemble and needs to be overcome.
It is closely related to the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) and the distribution of
different order quantum transitions in a spin ensemble. It is possible to over-
come the steady-state problem by manipulating the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N)
and choosing the proper initial density operator in the factoring sequence.
The distribution of different order quantum transitions for a spin ensem-
ble with n non-equivalent spins-1/2 has been found [19]. The number of
the zero-quantum transitions is Z0 =
1
2
{(
2n
n
)− 2n} and for p−order quan-
tum transitions Zp = (
2n
n− p
), p = 1, 2, ..., n. In the case of the large n
and relative small p 6= 0 the p−order quantum transition number can be
approximated by Stirling formulae, Zp = 4
n(pin)−1/2 exp(−p2/n). This indi-
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cates that the population distribution of different order quantum transitions
is extremely nonuniform in the spin ensemble. In general, the lower order
quantum transitions such as zero-, single-, and double-quantum transitions
are much more than those higher-order quantum transitions in a spin ensem-
ble. The spectral intensity of the p−order quantum transition is generally
proportional to the probability of the p−order quantum transition in the
distribution, although this is not absolute. Therefore, it is better to choose
lower order quantum transition spectral peaks such as zero-, single- or double-
quantum transitions to help the searching for the period r in the factoring
algorithm.
It has been shown in previous sections that the total conversion efficiency
Iy(m)/Ii0 of the multiple-quantum coherences is almost independent of the
qubit number n when m is not a zero point and both the conditions (52a)
and (52b) are met. Because there are only (2n + 1) spectral peaks in the
multiple-quantum spectrum, on average, each peak intensity is approximately
inversely proportional to the qubit number n even when the integer m = 1.
Then there are at least some peaks among the 2n+1 peaks, for example, the
p−order multiple-quantum peak, which intensity Iy(p,m) can be detected
precisely without an exponential resource. Consequently, with the factoring
sequence in previous sections one can fix experimentally the zero pointsm0 =
kr/2 (k = 0, 1, ...,) from a small neighbor region (m0 ± 1 at least) of the
zero points without an exponential resource, and thus the factoring sequence
is locally efficient in a small neighbor region of the zero points at least.
However, it is not clear whether the factoring sequence is yet efficient or
not when the searching for the zero points starts at those time points m
far from the zero points. The time development behavior of the long-range-
interaction and higher-order multiple-quantum spectral intensities may play
an important role to find efficiently the zero points when the searching for
the zero points starts at those points far from the zero points. The time
development behavior is dependent on the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) of the
modular exponential operation. The numerical simulation using the density
operator ρy(m) of Eq.(27) shows that the zero-quantum peak Iy(p = 0, m =
1) is stronger than any other multiple-quantum peaks when the integer y =
2, 4, ..., and is much smaller than N . The simulation also shows that some
nonzero-order quantum peaks are also quite strong even for a large integer
N and the smallest integer y = 2, although the zero-quantum peak is still
strongest. This implies that the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) with a small integer
y = 2, 4, ... and a large integer N still have a quite large multiple-quantum
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coherence componentH1 in addition to the strongest zero-quantum coherence
operator H0, so that the strong zero-quantum peak falls off rapidly as the
integerm and the density operator ρy(m) approaches rapidly to its the steady
state. However, the searching for the zero points using the zero-quantum
peak or other multiple-quantum peaks is still locally efficient, that is, if the
initial integer m is sufficiently near the zero points then the zero points can
be found efficiently even for a large number N with the help of the time
development behavior of the zero-quantum peak or other multiple-quantum
peaks. The searching for the zero points based on the time development
behavior of the p−order quantum peak may become really inefficient when
the searching starts from those points m far from the zero points. For an
integer y 6= 2, 4, ..., or for a large integer y the density operator ρy(m) of
Eq.(25) approaches quickly to its steady state as the integer m. One of the
reasons for it could be that the initial density operator ρ(0) of Eq.(21) is very
special in the factoring sequence, that is, ρSn(0) is the unity operator. It can
be known from Eq.(56) that if the initial density operator ρSn(0) is a LOMSO
operator then the multiple-quantum coherences created by the conditional
modular exponential operation UIniSn(y, r, N)
m belong to each isolated subset
S(xl)× S(xl) and the maximum number (∼
1
2
(r2 − r)) of multiple-quantum
transitions in the subset S(xl)×S(xl) usually is much less than the maximum
number 1
2
(4n − 2n) of multiple-quantum transitions of the subensemble Sn
with n spins-1/2. In particular, the maximum number of multiple-quantum
transitions induced by the conditional modular exponential operation on the
initial density operator ρ(0) of Eq.(21) is not more than (N − 1) (1
2
2n ≤
N < 2n) for any given integer m. This can be seen from the density operator
ρy(m) of Eq.(27). This number is greatly less than the maximum number
1
2
(4n− 2n). This could be one of the reasons why the density operator ρy(m)
(27) enters into its steady state rapidly as the integer m. In the future it
will be studied in detailed how the initial density operator ρSn(0) is chosen
properly to overcome the steady state problem.
A possible scheme to overcome the steady-state problem is described
below from the point of view of manipulating the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N)
of the modular exponential operation. First one finds a unitary operator
G(y, r, N) so that the transformed Hamiltonian Hˆ(y, r, N) has a dominating
zero-quantum coherence component:
Hˆ(y, r, N) = G(y, r, N)+H(y, r, N)G(y, r, N).
Then this new Hamiltonian is acted on the initial density operator by replac-
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ing the original HamiltonianH(y, r, N) of the modular exponential operation,
and the generated multiple-quantum spectra could be able to be used to effi-
ciently find the period r. The unitary operator G(y, r, N) always exists, but
it is a challenge how to find the exact unitary operation G(y, r, N) that can
be implemented in polynomial time. The Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) always can
be diagonalized unitarily. Assume that there is a unitary operator V (y, r, N)
to diagonalize the unitary operator U(y, r, N):
V (y, r, N)+U(y, r, N)V (y, r, N) = Λ(y, r, N). (70)
The unitary operator V (y, r, N) can be constructed from the Fourier trans-
forms (12a) and (12b), but it contains the period r in an explicit form and this
makes it difficult to construct its explicit quantum circuit. But the unitary
operator V (y, r, N) could be built up approximately. The Fourier transform
(12a) over the period rxl may be replaced with the following approximated
Fourier transform over the whole range of the integer N [2, 3, 4, 6, 7]:
|Ψs(xl)〉 ≈
1√
N
N−1∑
k=0
exp(i2pisk/N)|xly
kmodN〉. (71)
If the period r divides the integer N then the Fourier transform (71) is exact.
But the period r usually does not divide the integer N . Therefore, the uni-
tary operator Vˆ (y,N) built up with the Fourier transform (71) diagonalizes
approximately the unitary operator U(y, r, N), that is, V (y,N) ≈ Vˆ (y, r, N).
The unitary operator Vˆ (y,N) does not explicitly depend on the period r and
has a polynomial quantum circuit since the Fourier transform (71) can be
constructed efficiently [2, 3, 4, 6, 7]. By using the unitary operator Vˆ (y,N) to
diagonalize approximately the Hamiltonian H(y, r, N) the diagonal unitary
operator is obtained: Vˆ (y,N)+U(ym, r, N)Vˆ (y,N). Then one chooses further
a proper unitary operator W (y,N), which Hamiltonian has a dominating
zero-quantum coherence component and a relative small multiple-quantum
component, to construct the desired unitary operator:
Uˆ(y, r, N)m = W (y,N)+Vˆ (y,N)+U(ym, r, N)Vˆ (y,N)W (y,N). (72)
Therefore, the unitary operator G(y, r, N) that converts the Hamiltonian
H(y, r, N) into the desired Hamiltonian Hˆ(y, r, N) which has a dominating
zero-quantum coherence component may be approximated by the unitary
operator G(y,N) which does not explicitly depend on the period r and is
given by
G(y, r, N) ≈ G(y,N) = Vˆ (y,N)W (y,N). (73)
Obviously, the unitary operator Uˆ(y, r, N) satisfies Uˆ(y, r, N)m = E when
m = kr (k = 0, 1, 2, ...,), indicating that the unitary operator Uˆ(y, r, N) has
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all the periods of the original unitary operator U(y, r, N). Generally the
unitary operator W (y,N) is chosen suitably so that the unitary operator
Uˆ(y, r, N) has not any other periods except the own periods of the unitary
operator U(y, r, N). Now the new unitary operation (72) places the original
unitary operation U(y, r, N) in the factoring sequence in previous sections.
Then in the searching for the zero points the initial density operator ρ(0)
of the spin ensemble (IniSn) is converted efficiently into the zero-quantum
coherence quickly at a short time, e.g., m = 1, under the conditional unitary
operation UˆIniSn(y, r, N)
m since the Hamiltonian Hˆ(y, r, N) has a dominat-
ing zero-quantum coherence component. Therefore, the dominating zero-
quantum coherence component of the Hamiltonian governs the time evolu-
tion behavior of the spin ensemble at a short time and is responsible for
precisely distinguishing the zero points from other time points in the time
region near the zero points ρ(kr) without an exponential resource, while the
relative small multiple-quantum coherence component of the Hamiltonian
will be responsible for the efficient searching for the zero points starting from
those time points far from the zero points.
According to the factoring sequence in previous sections one may find
a zero point m = r′ by searching for the zero points of the density opera-
tor ρy(m), but the zero point r
′ could not be the minimum period r of the
modular exponential function. Suppose the period r is an even integer as
before. Obviously, the ratio r′/r can only take a half integer (2k + 1)/2,
an even integer 2k, or an odd integer (2k + 1), k = 0, 1, 2, .... If the ratio
r′/r is a half integer, i.e., r′/r = (2k + 1)/2 then the modular exponential
function f(y, r′, N) = yr
′
modN = yr(2k+1)/2modN = yr/2modN. One can
use directly the function f(y, r′, N) to determine the non-trivial factor of the
integer N if the function f(y, r′, N) 6= −1. The non-trivial factor takes either
gcd(f(y, r/2, N)− 1, N) or gcd(f(y, r/2, N) + 1, N) [1, 2, 3]. Therefore, one
needs merely to find a half-integer zero point r′ satisfying r′/r = (2k+1)/2 to
factor the integer N . Suppose that the factoring sequence finds a zero point
r′. One uses the zero point r′ to calculate the function f(y, r′, N) which will
take about O((log2N)
3) steps [1, 2]. If f(y, r′, N) = 1 then r′/r = 2k or
2k + 1, otherwise r′/r = (2k + 1)/2. For the case r′/r = 2k or 2k + 1 one
further calculates the function f(y, r′/2, N) by using the integer r′/2, that
is, f(y, r′/2, N) = yr
′/2modN. If now f(y, r′/2, N) 6= ±1 one can use the
function f(y, r′/2, N) to find further a non-trivial factor of the integer N ;
otherwise f(y, r′/2, N) = 1 and r′/2 = kr. For the case r′/2 = kr one calcu-
lates the function f(y, r′/4, N) again. If f(y, r′/4, N) 6= ±1 one will obtain
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a correct function f(y, r′/4, N) to factor the integer N , otherwise calculate
further f(y, r′/8, N). Therefore, by p = O(n) steps at most to calculate
the function f(y, r′/2k, N), k = 0, 1, 2, ..., p− 1 one can finally find a correct
function f(y, r′/2p−1, N) to factor the integer N . If the period r is not an
even integer or f(y, r′, N) = yr
′
modN = −1, meaning that one can not find
a non-trivial factor of N by the function f(y, r′, N), one needs to choose an-
other integer y coprime to the integer N [1, 2, 3] and then run the factoring
sequence above to find a zero point r′ so as to obtain the correct f(y, r′, N).
6. Discussion
In this paper a quantum factoring sequence based on the unitary dynam-
ics of quantum mechanics has been proposed to solve the prime factorization
problem on a spin ensemble without any quantum entanglement. It uses
the NMR multiple-quantum measurement techniques to output its quan-
tum computational results. The NMR quantum computer can perform the
modular exponential operation just like a classical digital computer, but its
quantum computational output is the inphase multiple-quantum spectrum
of the spin ensemble which may reduce merely in a polynomial form as the
qubit number of the spin ensemble. The computational complexity of the
modular exponential operation is the same on both the quantum computer
and the classical one. Quantum entanglement is not involved in the present
ensemble quantum computation of prime factorization because there is not
any quantum entanglement in the spin ensemble used to perform the prime
factorization. The time evolution process of the modular exponential opera-
tion on the quantum computer obeys the unitary dynamics of quantum me-
chanics and hence the computational output is governed by the Liouville-von
Neumann equation of quantum dynamics. This essential difference between
the quantum computer and the classical one could be the key point for the
quantum computation outperforming the classical one in the prime factor-
ization on a spin ensemble without any quantum entanglement. It has been
shown that the prime factorization based on the unitary dynamics of quan-
tum mechanics on a spin ensemble is locally efficient at least. Therefore, the
quantum entanglement could not be a unique resource to achieve speedup
of quantum computation in the prime factorization on a spin ensemble and
quantum dynamics could play an important role for the origin of power of
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quantum computation. The steady-state problem is a harmful problem. It
hampers the present factoring sequence to find efficiently the period of the
modular exponential function. It is worth studying in detailed in the future
how the steady-state problem is dependent on the initial density operator of
the factoring sequence and how the steady-state problem may be overcome
by manipulating the Hamiltonian of the modular exponential operation.
There are a number of works [30, 31] to describe how to construct effi-
ciently the quantum circuit of the modular exponential unitary transforma-
tion U(y, r, N) in a quantum system with qubit number much more than
(1 + [log2N ]), where a large number of extra auxiliary qubits are used. The
construction of the unitary operator U(y, r, N) may be easier in a quan-
tum system with a larger Hilbert space, that is, with a larger number of
qubits. However, in practice it is still a challenge to construct efficiently the
quantum circuit of the unitary operator U(y, r, N) in a spin ensemble with
(1 + [log2N ]) qubits at least. The implementation for the Shor
′s factoring
algorithm on a quantum system need consume a number of qubits, but if the
modular exponential operation could be implemented efficiently on a spin
ensemble with qubits as low as (1+[log2N ]) then this would simplify greatly
the implementation of the prime factorization.
Multiple-quantum coherences are generally measured indirectly through
the detection of single quantum coherence in NMR spectroscopy. The mea-
surement is more time-consuming than the direct detection of single quantum
coherence. However, the importance is that the measurement time for each
running of the factoring sequence based on the NMR multiple-quantum spec-
troscopic method is almost independent of qubit number of a spin ensemble.
If digital resolution to record experimentally NMR multiple-quantum signal
needs to keep constant then the consuming time is approximately linearly de-
pendent on the qubit number since the spectral width to cover over all 2n+1
multiple-quantum spectral peaks is about 2nωS, approximately proportional
to the qubit number n. Therefore, the measurement is not a severe computa-
tional complexity problem in the factoring sequence. An improved method to
overcome the time-consuming problem of multiple-quantum coherence indi-
rect measurement might be using one-dimensional multiple-quantum filtering
experiments in NMR spectroscopy [19]. The one-dimensional experiments
should employ gradient magnetic field [32] instead of the phase cycling to
select the multiple-quantum coherence with desired quantum order before
detection and then convert it into single quantum coherence to be detected
directly. In the one-dimensional experiments the antisymmetric property of
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the density operator ρy(m) might be useful for the speedup of the searching
for the zero points of the density operator. However, there are some prob-
lems to be solved for the one-dimensional experiments to be used in the NMR
quantum computation, for example, how to convert efficiently the desired or-
der quantum coherences into inphase single quantum coherence which can
be detect efficiently.
Relaxation or decoherence effect in a spin ensemble is usually harmful
for any ensemble quantum computation, but it might be harmless for the
searching for the zero points in the factoring sequence on a spin ensemble.
Since the NMR multiple-quantum coherences usually decay in an exponential
form and irreversibly as the time development in a spin ensemble then the
time development behavior of the multiple-quantum spectral peaks such as
the zero-quantum peak used to search for the zero points may become more
distinct in the region near to the zero points so that the searching might
become more efficient. However, the decoherence effect may destroy the
efficient detection for multiple-quantum coherences and especially for those
higher-order quantum coherences due to the fact that a higher-order quantum
coherence usually has a shorter relaxation time and its NMR signal usually
decays much more rapidly than those lower order quantum coherences in a
spin ensemble. Therefore, relaxation effect is a compromised effect on the
present prime factorization on an NMR quantum computer.
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